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EVOLUTIONARY SELECTION IN NORMAL-FORM GAMES
BY KLAus RITZBERGERAND JORGEN W. WEIBULL1
This paper investigates stability properties of evolutionaryselection dynamicsin
normal-formgames.The analysisis focusedon deterministicdynamicsin continuoustime
and on asymptoticstabilityof sets of populationstates, more preciselyof faces of the
mixed-strategyspace. The main result is a characterizationof those faces which are
asymptoticallystable in all dynamicsfrom a certainclass, and we show that every such
face contains an essential component of the set of Nash equilibria, and hence a
strategicallystable set in the sense of Kohlbergand Mertens(1986).
KEYWORDS:Dynamics,evolution,noncooperativegames,stability.

1. INTRODUCTION
MOST APPLICATIONS
OF NONCOOPERATIVE
GAMETHEORYbuild on

such solution
concepts as Nash equilibrium.As is well known by now, the rationalistic
foundationof this approachis quite demanding.Not only is it requiredthat
agents be optimizers,but it also presumes a large degree of coordinationof
differentagents' expectations(see, e.g., Tan and Werlang(1988), and Aumann
and Brandenburger(1992)).In recent years researchershave investigatedalternative foundationsof Nash equilibriumplay. Particularlypromisingseems the
approachtaken in evolutionarygame theory. Instead of asking if agents are
rationalin some epistemologicallywell-definedsense, one asks if evolutionary
selection processes induce a tendency towards aggregate Nash equilibrium
behavior.In other words,one then investigatesthe validityof Friedman's(1953)
"as if' paradigmin the context of strategicinteraction.
The idea of an "as if' interpretationof equilibriumpoints, however,dates
back to the early days of Nash equilibrium:
"We shallnow take up the "mass-action"
interpretationof equilibriumpoints. ... It is
unnecessaryto assumethat the participantshave full knowledgeof the total structureof
the game, or the abilityand inclinationto go throughany complexreasoningprocesses.
But the participantsare supposedto accumulateempiricalinformationon the relative
advantagesof the variouspure strategiesat their disposal.
To be more detailed,we assumethat there is a population(in the sense of statistics)of
participantsfor each positionof the game.Let us also assumethat the "averageplaying"
of the game involvesn participantsselected at randomfrom the n populations,and that
there is a stable averagefrequencywith which each pure strategyis employedby the
"averagemember"of the appropriatepopulation.
Since there is to be no collaborationbetweenindividualsplayingin differentpositions
of the game, the probabilitythat a particularn-tupleof pure strategieswill be employed
in a playingof the game shouldbe the productof the probabilitiesindicatingthe chance
of each of the n pure strategiesto be employedin a randomplaying....
l Both authorsgratefullyacknowledgehelpful commentsfrom Jonas Bj6rnerstedt,Josef Hofbauer,a co-editor,and three anonymousreferees,and thankthe IndustrialInstitutefor Economic
and SocialResearch,Stockholm,and the Institutefor AdvancedStudies,Vienna,for theirhospitality and sponsorshipof this research.
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Thus the assumptionswe made in this "mass-action"interpretationlead to the
conclusionthat the mixed strategiesrepresentingthe averagebehaviorin each of the
populationsforman equilibriumpoint....
Actually,of course,we can only expectsome sort of approximateequilibrium,since the
information,its utilization,and the stabilityof the averagefrequencieswill be imperfect."
(Nash(1950,p. 21-23).)

There are several approachesto formalizethe above ideas. One is to investigate the dynamicsof social evolution.The best studied setting for evolutionary
dynamicswas originallymotivated by biology and concerns pairwise random
matchingsof individualsdrawn from a single infinitely large population and
playing a symmetric two-player game. In the so-called replicator dynamics
(Taylorand Jonker (1978)) individualschange from currentlyworse to better
strategiesat rates which are proportionalto currentpayoff differences.Results
for the single-populationcase are encouraging for the Nash equilibrium
paradigm.Weak dynamicstabilityin the replicatordynamicswas shownto imply
symmetricNash equilibriumbehavior(Bomze (1986)) and, for a broad class of
dynamics,it was established that convergence to a stationarystate from an
interiorinitial state also impliesNash equilibriumbehavior(Nachbar(1990)).
However,many economic applicationscall for multi-population,rather than
single-populationdynamics.For instance, the player roles may be those of
"buyers"and "sellers,"each type of individualbeing drawn from his or her
"player-rolepopulation."Moreover,in most applications,the game will not be
symmetricand may involve more than two players.Thus one is lead to study
evolutionaryselection dynamicsin n-playergames, in which each playerrole is
represented by a distinct population in the spirit of Nash's "mass-action"
interpretation-the topic of the present paper.
Individualsare randomlydrawnfrom infinitelylarge populationsalso in the
multi-populationsetting. Each matchinginvolves one individualfrom each of
the player-populationsand each individualis "programmed"to use a pure
strategy available to the player whose role she plays. Over time the strategy
distributionin each player population changes according to some dynamic
selection process. The present paper studies classes of such dynamicsall of
which includethe replicatordynamics,as well as a familyof imitationdynamics.
And indeed, the earlier positive results from the symmetricsingle-population
setting do carryover to the (symmetricand asymmetric)multi-populationcase.
Again weak dynamicstabilitypropertiesand convergenceimply Nash equilibrium behavior(Friedman(1991), Samuelsonand Zhang (1992); see Section 3
below for details).
There is an importantcaveat to these positive results, viz. that few Nash
equilibriahave strong stabilitypropertiesin multi-populationdynamics.More
precisely,only strict equilibriaare asymptoticallystable in the replicatordynamics (Ritzbergerand Vogelsberger(1990, Proposition1)), and virtuallyonly strict
equilibria are asymptoticallystable in so-called aggregate monotonic selection
dynamics(Samuelsonand Zhang (1992, Theorem 4 and Corollary1)). Consequently,manygames possess no asymptoticallystable equilibriumat all. Hence,
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the connection between evolutionaryselection in n-player games and Nash
equilibriumis weakerthan it may first appear.
Since these negativeresultsconcern individualpoints in the strategyspace, it
is naturalto turn to sets instead. Nontrivialconnected sets of Nash equilibria
are endemicin normal-formgamesthat derivefrom extensiveforms,and part of
the refinement literature has also turned to set-valued solution concepts in
orderto cope with existence problems.
There are a numberof set-valuedapproachesin the literatureon evolutionary
game theory as well. Thomas(1985) develops a set-valuedgeneralizationof the
stablestrategies(MaynardSmithand Price(1973)).
staticconceptof evolutionarily
set-valuedgeneralizationsof evolutionaralso
proposes
1992b)
Swinkels(1992a,
ily stable strategies and shows that those sets contain sets of Nash equilibria
whichmeet certain refinementcriteria.Swinkels(1993) deduces the latter from
dynamicasymptoticstabilityof sets in a selection dynamicsfrom a broad class.
In the present paper we focus on asymptoticstabilityof a certain class of
strategysets, namelyfaces of the mixedstrategyspace of the game.A face is the
Cartesianproductof sets of mixed strategies,one set for each player,each of
whichconsistsof all mixturesover some subset of the player'spure strategyset.
At one extremeend of this spectrumthere are individualpure strategycombinations (minimal faces). The opposite extreme is the set of all mixed strategy
combinationsin the game (the maximalface). Dynamic stabilitypropertiesof
faces can thus be associated with predictions in terms of subsets of pure
strategies,one subset for each playerposition.
The focus on asymptoticstabilityis due to the fact that this property,unlike
the weakercriterionof Lyapunovstability,is a "structurallyrobust"propertyin
the sense that it is not destroyedby small perturbationsof (the vector field of)
the dynamics. In particular, asymptotic stability is preserved even if small
fractions of a populationoccasionally"mutate,""experiment,"or "make mistakes,"thus generatingsmall shocks to the populationstate.
A similar robustnesscriterion motivates the focus on faces. Since in many
applicationsonly broad qualitativefeatures of the selection dynamicsare know
or assumed, it is desirable that the sets under considerationbe dynamically
stable in a fairlywide class of selection dynamics.We show that such broader
robustness of dynamic stability properties disqualifiesall (closed) sets in the
(relative) interior of any face. Hence, when such robustnessis called for, the
restriction to sets which are faces is not so severe, and asymptoticstability
providespredictionswhich are immuneto small amountsof (unmodeled)drift.
Our main result is a characterizationof all faces whichare set-wiseasymptotically stable in all dynamicsfrom a class of dynamicswhichcontainsall aggregate
monotonic selection dynamics.The characterizingcriterion is that the set in
questionbe "closed"under a certain correspondencewhichwe call the "betterreply"correspondence-in analogy with the well-known best-replycorrespondence used in noncooperativegame theory.This "new"correspondenceassigns
to each mixed strategy combination cr those pure strategies for each player
which give that player at least the same payoff as she has in cr. Such pure
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strategiesare thus weakly betterreplies to o- than o- is itself. We call a product
set of pure strategiesclosed underthe better-replycorrespondenceif the image
underthis correspondenceof everymixed strategycombinationwith supportin
the set is containedin the set. (Such a set is necessarily"closed under rational
behavior,"or a curbset; see Basu and Weibull(1991).)
The equivalenceof closureunderthe better-replycorrespondenceand asymptotic stabilityof the associatedface providesan operationalcriterionby means
of which pure strategysubsets spanningan asymptoticallystable face can be
identified,a criterionbased exclusivelyon the data of the game. In particular
examplesthis criterionhas significantcuttingpower(see Section6). However,as
yet the strengthof the criterionin general remains an open issue. Therefore,
there may be manygameswhere few pure strategiescan be "robustly"rejected
on groundsof dynamicsocial evolutionas modeled here.
There is a stark contrast between "robust" evolutionarypredictions and
noncooperativegame theory concerningcompletelymixed Nash equilibria.For
while these pass all the Nash equilibriumrefinementsbased on strategyperturbations("trembles"),no such equilibriumis robustlystable in the present class
of evolutionaryselection dynamics.More precisely,even if such an equilibrium
is dynamicallystable in some aggregate monotonic selection dynamics,it is
unstablein others. Hence, unless we are convincedthat "real life" adaptionis
well describedby dynamicsin the "stablesubclass,"we mayhave to live with the
possibilityof ever-lastingoscillationsin certain aggregatesocial behaviors.2
We also show that a face spannedby a productset of pure strategieswhich is
closed under the better-replycorrespondencecontains an essentialcomponent
of Nash equilibria.That is, it contains a closed and connected set of Nash
equilibriasuch that everynearbygame, in terms of pure strategypayoffs,has a
nearbyNash equilibrium.This is one of the most stringentset-wiserefinements
from the noncooperativegame theory literature,implying strategicstabilityin
the sense of Kohlbergand Mertens(1986).
Put together with the above characterizationresult, one obtains that an
asymptoticallystable face contains an essential componentof Nash equilibria.
This implicationparallelsTheorem1 in Swinkels(1993).He showsthat if a set is
asymptoticallystable in a selection dynamicsfrom a broad class, and meets a
certaintopologicalcondition,met by any face, then it containsa hyperstableset
of Nash equilibriain the sense of Kohlbergand Mertens(1986).
The material is organizedas follows. Section 2 contains notation and basic
definitions.Section 3 provides,in a unified and sometimesmore general form,
essentiallyknown results on point-wisestability(except for Propositions2 and
3). All proofs for this section have been relegatedto an Appendixat the end of
the paper.In Section4 we elaborateon a class of correspondenceswhichwe call
of which the best-reply and better-replycorresponbehaviorcorrespondences,
2Even if a solution persistently oscillates the time average of the population state may be of
significance. In games with a unique interior Nash equilibrium, for instance, it converges under the
replicator dynamics to the equilibrium, provided the closure of the orbit is interior (cf. Hofbauer and
Sigmund (1988)).
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dences are instances,and we relate sets closed under such correspondencesto
the notionsof strictand non-strictNash equilibrium.Our main result is given in
Section5. Section6 containsexamplesof the conceptsused. Some directionsfor
furtherresearchare mentionedin Section 7.
2. NOTATION AND DEFINMONS

2.1. The Game

Let F be a normal-formgame with player set X= {1, 2,..., n}, for some
as the set of pure strategy combinapositive integer n, and with S = x ieSi
tions s =(
s2, ... , sn), where each set Si consists of Ki pure strategies s5,
k = 1,2, .. ., Ki, availableto player i E AX.The set of mixedstrategiesof player i
is thus the (Ki - 1)-dimensional unit simplex Ai = {ueIE
1urk = 1), and
A = x,= Ai is the polyhedronof mixed strategycombinationso-= (-1,. .., oAn)
in the game. We identifyeach pure strategysi E Si with the correspondingunit
vector ek E-Ai (hence Si is the subset of vertices of Ai). The supportof some
mixed strategyo-iE Ai is denoted by supp(i) = {si E Siluik > 0). The mapping
U: S -+.> 9Jngives the payoffsof pure strategycombinations,and the multilinear
expectedpayofffunction U: A -, I 'n is defined in the usual manner.
Let / =
PBi:A -> S be the pure best-reply correspondence which maps

mixed strategy combinationsto their pure best-reply strategy combinations.
More precisely,for each player i E:X and strategycombinationo-E A,
= Si}
)bsVSi ES}.
3i( cr) = -{{sSk E-Si1L(i,S1)?L(o-_i
lUi( cr_i, Si) 2 U (c_is Si),g

The correspondenceassigningmixedbest replies is denoted i3 =
/i(oT)

= {&j E AilSUpp(i)

E

Pi

, where

C i(of)}.

It is well knownthat both ,B and /3 are u.h.c. correspondenceson A.
A Nash equilibriumis a strategycombinationo-E A which is a fixedpoint of
/3. The set of Nash equilibriaof a game F is denoted by
E(F) = {oE AlIce fi(o)}.

A strict equilibriumis a strategycombination o-E A which is its own unique
best reply,i.e., such that {or}= ,B(o-).Everystrictequilibriumo- e E(F) is pure,
so one may view it as a fixedpoint of /3 in S.
2.2. Dynamics

A regularselectiondynamicson A is a system of ordinarydifferentialequations (time indices suppressed)
rIk =fOk(cr)ckO

Vk = 1, ... . Ki

ViEX=
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Vi X, and f = x<i xf is such that
(i) f is Lipschitzcontinuouson A,
(ii) fi(u-) -o=O , e A, vi EA3
As a consequence of the Picard-LindelofTheorem the above system has a
uniquesolutioncr(., uc): 9J-> A througheveryinitial state ocr E A, O(t, u E)E
A denoting the state at time t E 9t. All regular selection dynamicshave the
propertythat extinct strategiesstay extinctforever.
The best studied regular selection dynamicsin evolutionarygame theory is
the so-called replicatordynamics.For an n-player game F, this dynamicsis
usually defined by the following system of (quadratic)ordinary differential
equationson the polyhedronA:
with fi: A

.

Ki

ik= [4i( cr_

-i( U(u)]

ik,

Vk=

19

. . .,

Ki,

ViEX

(see, e.g., Taylor(1979), Zeeman (1980), Hofbauerand Sigmund(1988), Friedman(1991),Samuelsonand Zhang(1992)).Altemativelythe replicatordynamics
is sometimeswritten
J[(u-j,s

)U(cU)]au,

Vk-= 1,... 9,Ki,ViE,

where the averagepayoff to each population i, Ui(o), is taken to be positive
(MaynardSmith(1982, p. 200), Hofbauerand Sigmund(1988, p. 273)).4 In the
biologyliterature,"there is ... room for doubt as to which form is more appropriate" (MaynardSmith (1982, p. 201)). Following the economics literature
(Samuelsonand Zhang (1992, p. 370), Swinkels(1993, p. 466)) we will hereafter
refer to the first and more common version as the replicatordynamics.The
second versionwill be called the payoff-normalized replicatordynamics.As will
be seen below, many of our results hold for classes of evolutionaryselection
dynamicswhich containboth versions.
An aggregate monotonic selection (AMS) dynamics (Samuelson and Zhang
(1992)) is a regular selection dynamics such that for all iE #, o-E A, and
0',qo it"GEAi,
Ui(ocr_i,

0ri

< Ui(ocr_i,

orj ) <*fj(ocr)

*
ocri < fi(ocr)

* cri

By a straightforwardgeneralizationof Theorem 3 in Samuelson and Zhang
(1992, pp. 374) it can be shown that any AMS dynamicscan be written in the
form
fik(o-)=wi(o-)[Ui(os-i{sC)-Ui(o-)],

Vk= 1, ... ,Ki, ViEA,

3This definition can be shown to be equivalent to the one given by Samuelson and Zhang (1992,

p. 368).
4We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing this out.
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for every i E AX.The class of AMS

++

of time"in the
dynamicsis thus givenby all "player-specificreparameterizations
replicatordynamics,the latter being the special case c1i(o-)= 1, Voue A, Vi eX.
u)=
The payoff-normalizedreplicator dynamicsis the special case with w1i(
1Ui(o)

> 0, Veo

, Vi eX.

A weakerconditionthan aggregatemonotonicityis to requirethe equivalence
to hold only for pure strategies oui'= s' c Si and o-r"= s" ECSi. Such a selection

dynamicsis called monotonic:
Ui(cr_i,s

S)

for all ie=-X, uEA,

<

Ui(cr_i,

and sS

Sh)

-fi

k(Of)

<fi

h(O)

G
ESi.

Another class of selection dynamicswhich also containsall AMS dynamicsis
selection(SPS) dynamicsis a regularselection
the following:A sign-preserving
dynamicssuch that for all i e AX,all o-e A, and all sG E supp(or)
Ui( cr_i,

Si ) <

Ui(

cr)

fk(

cr)

< O.

In other words: Strategieswhich are at least as good as the average grow at
nonnegativerates, and strategieswhich performworse than average are precisely those which are selected against.5This class of selection dynamicscontains all AMS dynamicsand turns out to be of special significancefor the
present approach.
For a SPS dynamicsthe orderingof growthrates of populationshares is not
determinedfrom payoffs,while for a monotonicselection dynamicsit is. On the
other hand, for a monotonic selection dynamicsthe signs of growth rates of
populationshares of strategies that do neither best nor worst are not determined, while for a SPS dynamicsthey are. So, though the intersectionof the
class of SPS dynamicsand monotonicselection dynamicsis nonempty,the two
are distinctclasses.
Aggregatemonotonicity,which is thus a special case of both monotonicand
sign-preservingselection dynamics,can be derived from underlyingmicroeconomic models that assume a certain imitative adaptationof the behavior of
individuals.In large populationsone may imagine the following scenario (for
detailssee Bjornerstedtand Weibull(1993)):While at each instantof time every
individualis bound to use a particularpure strategy,occasionallyone or the
other individualreviewsher or his strategychoice. Supposethese "arrivaltimes"
are governed by independent Poisson processes, which may depend on the
currentpopulationstate. Once an individualreviewsher strategy,she will switch
to a new pure strategywith a conditionalprobabilitythat may dependpositively
on its currentsuccess (payoff)and popularity(populationfrequency).Note that
such an adaption process does not presume any knowledgeabout payoffs to
other player positions in the game. If, in particular,individualswith currently
less successful strategies review their strategychoice at a linearlyhigher rate
5A similar, though slightly stronger definition of "sign-preserving" dynamics appears in Nachbar
(1990).
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than individualswith more successfulstrategies,and/or the conditionalswitching probabilitytowardsany pure strategyis proportionalto its popularity,with
the proportionalityfactor linearlyincreasingin the strategy'scurrent success,
then an AMS dynamicsresults. In particular,both the replicatordynamicsand
version can be so derived.Without the linearityassumpits payoff-normalized
tions these imitation processes merely result in SPS or monotonic selection
dynamics,dependingon the nature of the imitationmechanism.
Givensome regularselection dynamicson the polyhedronA of mixedstrategy
combinations,a set A cA is called positivelyinvariantif any solution path
starting in A remains in A for the entire future: o-(t, o-) EA, Vo-0EA,
Vt E 91+. It is called invariant if, moreover,any solution path in A has also
been in A for the entire past, o-(t, o-) EA, Vo-0EA, Vt E 91. A point o* E A
is called stationary or a restpoint, if {o- c A is an invariantset. Both A and its
interiorint(A) are invariantin every regularselection dynamics.6
Let F(F) c A be the set of rest points in a given regularselection dynamics.
It is easily verifiedthat the set F( F) of all rest points is the same for all SPS
and all monotonicselection dynamicsand is given by
F(F) = {oC AjUj(o-_j,si) = Ui(ou), Vsi c supp(o-i), Vi c.

A closed invariantset A c A is said to be (Lyapunov)stable,if the solution
curvesremainarbitrarilyclose to A for all initial states sufficientlyclose to A.
Formally,a neighborhoodR of a closed set A c A is an open set containingA,
and:
DEFINITION: A closed invariantset A c A is (Lyapunov) stable, if for every
neighborhood -7' of A there exists a neighborhood -7" of A such that
u(t, uc) E-' for all 0. 0 E" 'n A and all t ? 0.

A more stringentstabilitynotion is that of asymptoticstability.It requireson
top of (Lyapunov)stabilitythat the set A be a local attractorin the sense that
all dynamic paths starting sufficientlyclose to A converge to A over time.
Formally,we have the followingdefinition:
DEFINITION:A closed invariantset A c A is asymptoticallystable if it is stable
and there exists some neighborhoodR of A such that o-(t, o 0) >t? A, for all

E-

0o

n A.7

Since any stationarypoint o-E A constitutes a closed subset {o-} of A, the
above definitionsalso cover stabilitynotions for points. The induced stability
criteriafor points coincide with the standarddefinitions(see, e.g., Hirsch and
Smale (1974, pp. 185)).
6

Since A is lower-dimensional than the embedding Euclidean space, it has empty interior. But A
has a nonempty relative interior, denoted int( A). A subset of A is called relatively interior if it is a
subset of int( A).
A is used to mean minaE Allou(t,o-?)-all -t
7The notation o-(t, u0) -o
o000,where 11H11
denotes the Euclidean metric.
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For a given game F, two playerpositions i, j EAXare said to be symmetric,if
si ^s)
Vk,h = 1,...,K= K., Vs _ eeS_
Ws
Si=Sj and Ui(s ij, sk,s)= U(sj
If i and ] are symmetricplayer positions,then Ui(o-i, sik) = U(V-__ s"k),Vk =
1,..., Ki, and Uif(o) = Uj(o-), for all o-EEA with oi = oj. Hence, for any AMS
dynamicswhich satisfies wi(o ) = wj(o-), Vo-E A, symmetryof i and j implies
that the diagonal D 1 = {v e AIoi = oy} is an invariant set (because o-v= o-. vi
= 6). If X= {1,21 and the two player positions are symmetric,then (p4%-)
W2(o) is simplya reparametrization
of time which does not changethe solution
curves.So any such AMS dynamicsinduces the same orbits as the replicator
dynamicson D12 c A1x A2. This is, for instance, the case for the payoff-normalizedversion of the replicatordynamics.Since D12 is isomorphicwith the
state space of single-populationdynamicsin symmetrictwo-playergames, every
AMS dynamicswith (il = W2 inducesthe replicatordynamicsin the corresponding single-populationdynamics.8
3.

POINT-WISE STABILITY

From the discussionit is clear that a Nash equilibriumis a rest point for any
sign-preservingor monotonicselection dynamics(but not vice versa): E( F) c
F(F). But the connectionbetween evolutionarydynamicsand Nash equilibrium
extendsfurther.For monotonicsingle-populationselection dynamicsin symmetric two-player games it has been shown that any (Lyapunov)stable state
constitutesa (symmetric)Nash equilibrium,and that convergencefrom an initial
state in which all pure strategies are present implies that the limit state
correspondsto a (symmetric)Nash equilibrium(Nachbar(1990)). On the other
hand, if a state is asymptoticallystable in the replicator dynamics,then it
correspondsto an isolatedand (symmetrictrembling-hand)perfectNash equilibrium(Bomze (1986)).
These positive results carryover to multi-populationdynamicsin symmetric
and asymmetricn-playergames (Nachbar(1990), Friedman(1991), Samuelson
and Zhang (1992)). Formally: Call a state o-E A reachable in a selection
dynamics if there exists o-' E int( A) such that o-(t, o 0)

t

?,

o-. It follows from

continuitythat such a state o0 is stationaryin the selection dynamicsunder
consideration.
PROPOSITION 1: For any monotonic selection dynamics:
of E A is Lyapunov stable, then u E E( F).
of E A is reachable, then u E E( F).

(a) If
(b) If

PROOF: See Appendix.

For predictivepurposes,however,these dynamicpropertiesappeartoo weak.
8
By single-population dynamics we mean that interacting individuals are drawn from the same
population.
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For if a populationstate is reachablebut not Lyapunovstable, then arbitrary
small perturbationsof the state-by (unmodeled)"mutations,""mistakes,"or
say-can lead the populationfar away.Likewise,if a population
"experiments,"
state is Lyapunovbut not asymptoticallystable, then certainsmall shocksto the
state will dislocate the population state permanently(for a discussionof the
related notion of "evolutionarydrift"see Binmore and Samuelson(1994)). By
contrast,the more stringentcriterionof asymptoticstabilitydoes guaranteea
"local pull" towards the state (or set) in question. In particular,asymptotic
stability(of a point or set) is preserved(for some nearbypoint or set) even if the
vector field is slightlybent inwardsat the boundaryof A as, for instance, by
small amountsof mutations.
However, it has been shown that in the replicator dynamics no interior
population state is asymptoticallystable (cf. Amann and Hofbauer (1985);
Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988, p. 282), Ritzberger and Vogelsberger (1990,
Lemma5)). Moreover,each face of A can be thoughtof as a smallergame of its
own, derived from F by deleting all unused pure strategies. The replicator
dynamicsof such a reducedgame is just the replicatordynamicsof F restricted
to the correspondingface of A, each face being invariant.Consequently,no
mixed strategycombination,in which at least one playerrandomizes,is asymptoticallystable in the replicatordynamics.
This evolutionaryinstability of mixed equilibria parallels the well known
"epistemic"instability of mixed equilibria in the noncooperative approach
(Harsanyi(1973), van Damnme,(1987, p. 19)): In a mixed equilibriumsome
player can choose another randomizationthan the one prescribed by the
equilibrium,withoutlosses of expectedpayoff,given that the other playersstick
to their equilibriumstrategies.9If other playersanticipatethis possibility,then
they maywant to change their strategies,etc.
The dynamic instability of interior states can be shown to lead to the
followingcharacterization:'0
2: A Nash equilibrium is asymptotically stable in the replicator
and
only
if it is a strict equilibrium.
dynamics if
PROPOSITION

PROOF:

See Appendix.

It is well knownthat the single-populationreplicatordynamicsfor symmetric
two-playergames can have asymptoticallystable rest points which are interior.
This can happen if, for instance, the diagonal D12 of A is contained in the
9Harsanyi, however, shows that mixed equilibria which satisfy a regularity condition (cf. Harsanyi
(1973, Lemma 9)) still have a justification as limiting equilibria of games with randomly perturbed
payoffs as the perturbations approach zero.
10Proposition 2 appears as Proposition 1 in Ritzberger and Vogelsberger (1990), and is a slight
sharpening of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 in Samuelson and Zhang (1992), for the case of the
replicator dynamics.
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convergentmanifoldof an equilibriumwhich is a saddle point in the full state
space A.
Proposition2 says that the Nash equilibriawhich are asymptoticallystable in
the multi-populationreplicatordynamicsare precisely those which constitute
the only best-replyto a neighborhoodof themselves.So what are the dynamic
stabilityproperties of equilibriawhich are a best-replyto a neighborhoodof
themselves,but not the only one? Such a notion is known as a robust equilibrium(Okada(1983)).A Nash equilibriumo- is called robust,if there existssome
neighborhood& of o- such that u e (o- 0) Vo-0 E & n A. One might, therefore, expectthat for robustequilibriathe weaker(Lyapunov)stabilitycriterionis
satisfied.This turns out to be true within the class of sign-preservingselection
(SPS) dynamics.
PROPOSITION 3: (a) Every robust equilibrium is Lyapunov stable in any SPS
dynamics.
(b) For every robust equilibrium there exists a neighborhood & such that
o-(t, cr0) >t oo E() Fn , Vo0 Ea n A, in anyAMS dynamics.
PROOF:

See Appendix.
4. BEHAVIOR CORRESPONDENCES

= xir oi: A-> S such that
Let ( be the class of u.h.c. correspondences-no
,13(u) c po(o-)for all o-E A (weak inclusion). Correspondences so c ( will
For anycorrespondenceso:A -> S,
henceforthbe called behaviorcorrespondences.

and any nonempty set A c A, sp(A)c S denotes the (nonempty)union of all
images po(o-)with o-cA, i.e., so(A)= U E A p(f).
Let P be the set of all nonemptyproductsets X c S, i.e., X = E Xi, where
0 =A
Xi c Si, Vi EA. For any nonemptyset Xi c Si, let Ai(Xi) be the set of all
mixed strategies with support in Xi. For any X

FP, let A(X) = Xi

4i(Xd).

This is the face of the polyhedronA spannedby X. Such a face (X) is itself a
polyhedronof mixedstrategycombinationsassociatedwith the reducedgame in
X is Xi.
which the pure strategyset of player i EcK
Basu and Weibull (1991) call a set X E P closed under rational behavior (curb)

if it contains all its best replies, i.e., if 13(A(X)) cX, and call it tightcurb if
,(( A(X)) =X. More generally:given any behaviorcorrespondenceso e cP, we
here call a set Xe P closed under (p if sp(A(X)) cX and fixed under sD if
cp(A(X)) = X."1ClearlyX E P is a curb set if it is closed under some behavior
correspondencesoE (, by ,(3A(X)) c sp(A(X)) c X. A set X E P is a minimal
closed set under so if it is closed under so and containsno propersubsetwhichis
closed under sp.
11The terminologyis motivatedby the fact that a fixed set for a correspondenceis the direct
generalizationof a fixedpoint of a function,when the correspondenceis viewedas a functionfrom
the powerset into itself (cf. Berge (1963,p. 113)).
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The followinglemma generalizessome basic propertiesof curb sets to sets
whichare closed under some behaviorcorrespondence.The proof follows Basu
and Weibull(1991).
LEMMA1: (a) If X E P is a minimal closed set under p E k, then it is a fixed set
under q'.
(b) For every p e P there exists a minimal closed set.
(c) If a singleton set X = {s} is closed under some 'pc P, then s E S is a strict
equilibrium.
PROOF: (a) Suppose X E P is a minimal closed set under 'p E P, but X O
(p(A(X)). Then there exists some player i e X such that 'pj(A(X)) c Xi. Let

Zi = 'op(A(X)), and V]j i, let Zj = Xj. Clearly 'o(A(Z)) c 'o(A(X)) c Z, so X is

not minimal-a contradiction.
(b) By 'p(A)c S the nonempty collection Q c P of sets X E P which are
closed under some given 'p E P is finite and partiallyorderedby set inclusion,
and hence containsat least one minimalsuch set.
(c) If a singleton set X = {s} is closed under 'o c P, then 0 # ,8(s) c 'p(s) c
Q.E.D.
{s}, and so 13(s)= {s}, i.e., s E S is a strictequilibrium.

The next result is a key observationfor the subsequentanalysis.Essentiallyit
providesa generalizationof a propertyof strictequilibriawhichnon-strictNash
equilibrialack, and which,in a sense, is the converseof the definingpropertyof
Nash equilibrium.While a strategy combination u e A is defined as a Nash
equilibriumwheneverit is containedin its set of best replies, {u} C,1(u), only
strict equilibriahave the complementary(curb) propertyof containingall their
best replies, 13(u) c {u}. In the firstcase unilateraldeviationsare nonprofitable;
some may be costly and others costless. In the second case all unilateral
deviationsare costly.Not surprisingly,strict equilibria,therefore,satisfyall the
requirementsfor which the refinementliteraturehas asked. In particular,every
strictequilibriumis pure (a vertex of A) and it is the unique best replynot only
to itself but, by continuityof the payoff function, also to all strategycombinations in some neighborhoodof itself. Formally,if u-E E(F) is strict,then there
is some neighborhood W of u such that 13(?/nA)c{u}. Hence, such an
equilibriumis robustto all sufficientlysmallperturbationsof the players'beliefs
about each others'play.
The followinglemma generalizes this observation,first, from the best-reply
correspondenceto all behaviorcorrespondences,and, second, from individual
strategycombinationsto sets of strategy combinations.As a special case the
result holds for all curb sets. (Note that the proof of Lemma2 relies exclusively
on the fact that behaviorcorrespondencesare closed mappings.)
LEMMA2: If X E P is closed under some
hood W/of A(X) such that 'D(WnA) cX.

'p

E P, then there exists a neighbor-
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PROOF: Suppose cp(A(X))cX and there is no neighborhoodZ/ of A(X)
such that sp(Z n A) cX. Let Y be the complementof X in S, and identifyX
and Y with the associated sets of vertices of A. Then X and Y are disjoint
closed subsets of A. By hypothesis,Y is nonemptyand there exists a sequence
{o- T=1 from A convergingto some point o c- A(X) such that cp( ) contains
some point from Y, for all T = 1,2,... Since so is u.h.c. and Y is closed, this
implies that also p(o-0) contains some point from Y. But Y is disjointfrom X

and hence sp(uo-) is not a subset of X-a

contradiction.

Q.E.D.

The next result establishesbasic relationshipsbetween sets which are closed
undersome behaviorcorrespondenceand the set of Nash equilibria.Recall that
the set E( F) c A of Nash equilibriaof any normal-formgame F is the union of
finitely many, disjoint,closed and connected sets, called connectedcomponents
(Kohlberg and Mertens (1986, Proposition 1)). The following observationis
triviallyvalid for any behaviorcorrespondencesoc P: Everyconnectedcomponent C c E(F ) is qontainedin the face A(X) spannedby some set X c P which
is closed under so (just let X = S). Proposition4(a) below establishesthe partial
converse that for any X e P which is closed under some behaviorcorrespondence each connected componentof Nash equilibriais either disjointfrom or
contained in the face spanned by X. Proposition4(b) shows that every face
spanned by a set X c P which is closed under some behaviorcorrespondence
contains a set of Nash equilibriawhich satisfies some of the strongestknown
set-wise refinementcriteria,essentially(van Damme (1987, p. 266)), hyperstability, and strategicstability(Kohlbergand Mertens (1986, p. 1022 and p. 1027)).
Since generic extensive-formgames have only finitely many Nash equilibrium
outcomes (Kreps and Wilson (1982, Theorem 2)), all strategycombinationsin
any connectedset of Nash equilibriaresult in the same outcome in such games.
PROPOSITION 4: (a) If X c P is closed under some behavior correspondence
and C is a connected component of Nash equilibria, then either C cA(X)
(pcor C n A(X) = 0.
e q, then A(X) contains an essential
(b) If X c P is closed under some (pc
connected component of Nash equilibria and, hence, a hyperstable set and a
strategicallystable set of Nash equilibria.

PROOF: (a) Suppose X c P is closed under fpc- P, and let C c E( F) be a
connectedcomponentof Nash equilibriasuch that C n A(X) # 0. By Lemma2
there exists a neighborhoodZ/ of A(X) such that p(?/n A)cX. Suppose C is
C
not a subset of A(X). Then there exists some o-I qcn
which does not

belong to A(X). But

f3(uo-)

c p(o-0) cX, so o-0

f 3(uo-),

a contradiction to or?

being a Nash equilibrium.
(b) If Xc P is closed under (pc- q, then it is closed under 13e P, by
,X3(A(X))c q'(A(X)) c X. Thus for all o-c A(X) and all i c X
5ik

I0

X. I=> Ui(o_i,

.Si)
I

< max Ui(of_i,
&~~iGE
Ai
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By continuity(and the maximumtheorem)there exists a neighborhooda of the
game F= (S, u) under considerationin the space of normal-formgames F' =
(S, v) such that the above implicationholds for all games in 6. Consequently,
for all games F' = (S, v) c- 6 one has v3U(A(X))
cX, i.e., Xc P is also closed
under the best reply correspondence8v3of the game F'. The reduced game
Fx = (X, u), where playersare restrictedto the strategyspaces Xi, Vi EA, has
an essential component of Nash equilibria Cxc E(Fx) (cf. Kohlberg and
Mertens(1986, Proposition1)). In other words:For every e > 0 there exists a
neighborhood Ax of Fx = (X, u) such that for every F4 = (X, v) C &I there
exists some o' c E(F4) within distance e from Cx c A(X) (in the Hausdorff

metric).Then
&--= {F' = (S,v) e6"IF4= (X,v) e6"&}

defines a neighborhoodof F= (S, u), and any F' = (S, v) c 6E has some o' c
E(F4) within distance e from Cx. But, since F' c- 6, 8v(A(X)) cX and so
c' c E(F'). Moreover,83u(A(X))cX implies Cx C E(F), so Cx is an essential
componentfor the game F. Every essential componentcontains a hyperstable
set, and every hyperstableset contains a strategicallystable set by standard
Q.E.D.
arguments(cf. Kohlbergand Mertens(1986,p. 1022)).
An importantrole in the analysisbelow will be played by the "better-reply"
correspondencey = xi ,r yi:A -* S, definedby
Yi(o-) ={Si E silui(o-i,

Si)

2Uj(or)},

Vlic-X.

Evidently y is u.h.c. and gi(o-) c yi(o-) for all players i c-A and strategy
combinationso-c A, so y is a behaviorcorrespondence.
In other words: yi assigns to each strategycombination o-c A those pure
strategiessi whichgive at least the same payoffas o-1.Such strategiessi are thus
(weakly)betterreplies to o, than o-i is. Moreover,yi(o-) alwayscontainssome
pure strategyfrom the supportof o-1.In particular,if o- is a Nash equilibrium,
then yi(o-) containsthe whole supportof o-1,and indeed one then has y(o) =
,8(o-). As a consequence,a singletonset X= {s} is closed under y if and only if
s c S is a strict equilibrium.More generally, this is true for all behavior
correspondencesthe images of which are contained in the images of the
"better-reply"correspondence:
COROLLARY
1: If (pc- P is such that (p(o-) c y(o), Vo-c , then a singleton set
X = {s} c P is closed under (p if and only if s c S is a strict equilibrium.

PROOF:
Lemmal(c) coversthe "onlyif ' part.If o c- A is a strictequilibrium,
then a-= s is pure and ,3(s) = y(s) = {s}. Thus p(s) = {s} for all fpc- P which
Q.E.D.
satisfy p(s) c y(s), Vs E S.
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SET-WISE STABILITY

We are now in a positionto establisha characterizationof asymptoticstability
of faces of the polyhedronA of mixedstrategycombinations,a characterization
based exclusivelyon the data of the game under consideration.By applyingthis
characterizationno detailed informationon the dynamicsis needed in order to
judgewhethera given face is asymptoticallystable or not; it is sufficientthat the
dynamicsmeets the conditionsof a sign-preservingselection (SPS) dynamics.In
particular,the class of asymptoticallystable faces agrees for all such dynamics.
THEOREM 1: For any SPS dynamics and any set X
asymptoticallystable if and only if X is closed under y.

FP: The face A(X) is

PROOF: Supposefirst y(A(X)) cX. Then there is some neighborhood SR of
A(X) such that y(C n A) cX, by Lemma2. There exists some e > 0 such that

= {o- c linf: E A(X)IIcr - <f11 s}. For any player
_Wcontains the "e-slice" (s)
i EiX, let Yi be the complementto Xi in Si and consider any SPS dynamics
=
V=
K.Ve4
If
-Ai(X.) =Ai,
(IT
Vi cX. If
is empty, oi(t,
Vk
= ukf k(u',
Yi iu(t0)
=,.,Ki,
ir,
Vo-0
e? , AVt. Otherwise,for every S5kC Yi and crc-(e) we have Ui(ori, s k) <
c(E) with
Ui(o), since y(m(e)) cX. But this implies j- k <0, for all
u ?, Vo- E(e),
implying oi(t ?) tO,
Ai(Xi).
Fik> 0. Hence oik(t, or?)

In orderto establishthe Lyapunovstabilitypropertyof A(X): For anyneighborhood M', let the neighborhood M" be such that M"n A is an e'-slice MW') c

ml n A, and applythe above argument.This provesthe "if' part.
Second, assume X is not closed under -yE '. Then there is some pure
strategycombinations eX, player i e AXand pure strategy sk 0 Xi such that
Li(Ks_Sk)>2
Ui(s-), since otherwise Ui(s-i, s) - Ui(s) < 0, Vs EX, Vi Ec4, and
Vs'E Si \ Xi, which would imply Ui(ocri,s') - Ui(oc) < 0, Vo1EA (X), Vi E-A,
and Vs' E Si \ Xi, which is equivalent to X being closed under y. Let s* =
(s_ ,ss), and let X* E P be defined by X7 = {9}, Vj 0 i, and Xi* = {gi,sik}, i.e.,

A(X*) is the one-dimensionalface (or edge) spannedby the two pure strategy
combinations s and s*. Moreover, Ui(s*) - Ui(g) 2 0, and since Ui is linear in
oi, Ui(o_, -S
si)
i(o) ? 0, Vo e A(X*). Clearly A(X*) is invariant under any
SPS dynamics. Hence, for any initial state o E A(X*) the solution path
through o-0 has 6rk2O, in any SPS dynamics, implying that o-(t, o-0) does not
approach A(X) as t -* oo. The two faces A(X*) and A(X) having the point

cr= s in commonimpliesthat A(X) is not asymptoticallystable.

Q.E.D.

REMARK1: SupposeX E P is closed under y and consideran AMS dynamics
withplayer-specific"shift-factors"1i,i E A'.For everyi E XAandsEi- Yi= Si \ Xi
let
/ik=

inf wi(_)[Li(o) -L(o-.,

Sik)],
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where (s) is the "e-slice"as in the proof of the Theorem.Since y(A(X)) cX,
it followsfor e > 0 sufficientlysmallthat 8ik > 0. Therefore, i< - 8ikcoikkwhich
implies that ur-k(t) < o-.k(O)exp{
aikt}, V-(O) Em(e), Vt2 0. In this sense the
weightsassignedto pure strategiesoutside the set X convergeto zero exponentially in any AMS dynamics.

(o-1) = {s1 E
REMARK 2: Consider a symmetric two-player game. Let
A
S1 U1(sj,o-1)2 Ul(o-1,o-1)} and for any X1 c S1 let j (A1(X1)) = U al 1(X)1).
The same argumentsas in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 can be used
to show that if X1 c S1 satisfies 5(A1(X1))c X1 then A1(Xl) is asymptotically
stable in any single-populationsign-preservingselection dynamics.

One readily verifies, by the argumentin the second part of the proof of
Theorem 1, that if X c P is not closed under y, then A(X) cannot be
asymptotically stable in any monotonic selection dynamics either (because
Vo=(s,v),
VoC z(X*), by
U(9-i, sk) > U(s), gi = si, implies f.k(u)>fh(u)
Vo-c A(X*), from monotonicity).

The other implication of Theorem 1 also generalizes to a wider class of
dynamics. Suppose the dynamics is of the form

6ik=

ik(u),

Vk = 1,..., Ki,

Vi E=/, for some Lipschitz continuous functions (i: A -> t Ki, Vi EX, which
leave A, but not necessarilyall faces; positivelyinvariant,and the dynamicsis
weakly sign-preserving(WSP) in the sense
kif-et)< Ui(O-)
i (o0- , Si)U()

(:

ik(O-)

I)O<

?,

VSt

Eiseup(),
SUpp(0-,FS

Vo-E=A,

for all i E A4'.SuchWSPdynamicscan be of interestwhen, due to mutations,say,
the vector field ( points inwardsat the boundaryof A. Applyingthe argument
in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1, closure under y implies asymptotic
stabilityin any WSP dynamics.
COROLLARY 2: (a) If the face A(X) is asymptoticallystable in some monotonic
selection dynamics, then X is closed under y.
(b) If X E P is closed under y, then A(X) is asymptoticallystable in any WSP
dynamics.

In view of Lemmal(a) Theorem1 impliesthat a set X E P is fixed undery if
and only if the associatedface A(X) is a minimalasymptoticallystable face of
the polyhedron A, in any SPS dynamics.Furthermore,since a pure strategy
combination s E S, viewed as a singleton set, is fixed under the better-reply
correspondenceif and only if it is a strict equilibrium(Corollary1), Theorem 1
also impliesthe followingcharacterizationof asymptoticallystable pure strategy
combinations:
COROLLARY 3: For any SPS dynamics: A pure strategycombination is asymptotically stable if and only if it is a strict equilibrium.
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CombiningTheorem 1 with Proposition4(b) yields that any face which is
asymptoticallystable in some SPS dynamicscontainsa closed and connectedset
of Nash equilibriawhich is essential, contains a hyperstableset, and hence a
strategicallystable set in the sense of Kohlbergand Mertens(1986):
stablein some SPS dynamics,
COROLLARY4: If a face A(X) is asymptotically
then it contains an essential componentof Nash equilibria,and thus also a
stableset.
and a strategically
hyperstable
In the sense of set inclusionthere is thus a link between asymptoticstability
in evolutionarydynamicsand strategicstability.The converse of Corollary4 is
trivial:Any strategicallystable set, or essential componentof Nash equilibria,is
containedin some (minimal)face spannedby a set X E P which is closed under
the better-replycorrespondence.
As mentionedinthe introduction,the claim that an asymptoticallystable face
of A contains a hyperstablesubset also follows from Theorem 1 of Swinkels
(1993). His result states that if a closed set A c A is (i) asymptoticallystable in
some myopicadjustmentdynamics,a class which includesall SPS dynamics,and
(ii) has a basin of attractionwhich contains a (relative)neighborhoodof A the
closureof whichis homeomorphicto A, then A containsa hyperstablesubset.'2
The topologicalcondition(ii) is clearlymet by all asymptoticallystable faces of
A. Since a set is hyperstable(roughly)if it is minimalwith respectto essentiality
(cf. Kohlberg and Mertens (1986, p. 1022)), Corollary 4 also follows from
Swinkels'result.
The hypothesisin Corollary4 and in Swinkels'result, asymptoticstabilityof a
given set, may, however,often be hard to verify. In such a case Theorem 1 is
helpful,because it providesan operationalnecessaryand sufficientconditionfor
asymptoticstability,at least for a certain class of subsets of A and selection
dynamics.
This raises the following issue: Which (closed) subsets of A, other than its
faces, are asymptoticallystable in which class of selection dynamics?There is a
trade-offhere between the precisionof evolutionarypredictions,in the sense of
"small"asymptoticallystable sets, and the robustnessof those predictionswith
respect to the dynamics.In manyapplicationsonly broadqualitativefeatures of
the dynamicsare knownor assumed.So a fair amountof robustnessof stability
propertieswith respect to the details of the dynamicsseems desirable.But such
a robustness with respect to a subclass of selection dynamics may require
relatively"large"sets.
In particular,it turns out that even a subclass of SPS dynamics,the AMS
dynamics,is rich enough to disqualifyall (closed) sets which belong to the
12

dynamicsif all Nash equilibriaare
Swinkels(1993)calls a regulardynamicsa myopicadjustment
rest points and Ek ikfik(oy)Ui(o__, sik) > 0 holds, Vo EeA, Vi E.4X.It is not difficultto see that any
SPS dynamicsmeets these requirements.
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relativeinteriorof any of the faces of A.3 No such set can even be (Lyapunov)
stable in all AMS dynamics,unless the relevant face consists entirely of rest
points for all SPS and monotonicselection dynamics.Hence, one can disregard
all relativelyinterior(closed) sets if one requirespredictionsto be robustacross
the class of AMS dynamics.
PROPOSITION5: If a closed set A c int(A(X)), for some X e P, is (Lyapunov)
stable in all AMS dynamics, then A(X) c F( F).
PROOF: See Appendix.

An alternativerobustnesstest is to requirethat the subsets under consideration be asymptotically
stable in the benchmarkcase of the replicatordynamics.
However, as pointed out in Section 3, no interior strategy combination is
asymptoticallystable in the replicatordynamics.The generalizationof this claim
to (relatively)interiorclosed sets is immediate.Therefore,to requireasymptotic
stabilityin the replicatordynamicsagain discards(relatively)interiorclosed sets.
PROPOSITION6: No closed set in the (relative) interiorof a face is asymptotically
stable in the replicatordynamics.
PROOF: See

Appendix.

Clearly,when precise informationon the dynamicsis available,it is possible
in some games to identifypropersubsetsof asymptoticallystable faces whichare
themselvesasymptoticallystable or at least (Lyapunov)stable in that dynamics.
This is the case, for instance,with the "matchingpennies"game for which the
solution paths to the replicator dynamicsare closed orbits around the Nash
equilibriumpoint. Althoughits unique (interior)Nash equilibriumconstitutesa
strategicallystable singletonset, the only subset of A whichis (Lyapunov)stable
in all AMS dynamics is A itself. In fact, in this game the unique Nash
equilibriumoutcome is dynamicallyunstable in certain AMS dynamicswhich
are arbitrarilyclose to the replicatordynamics(see the proof of Proposition5 in
the Appendix).Hence, in this sense, its (Lyapunov)stabilityin the replicator
dynamicsis not even locallyrobustin the space of AMS dynamics.
Another difference between strategic and evolutionarydynamicstability is
that, though also some strategicallystable sets may induce severaloutcomes(cf.
Kohlberg and Mertens (1986, Figure 11)), for generic extensive-formgames
there exists at least one strategicallystable set which induces a single outcome.
However,as seen in the "matchingpennies" game, a face which is asymptotically stable in all SPS dynamicsneed not correspondto a unique outcome,even
if the face contains a strategicallystable set which induces a single outcome.
13As with A, the relative interior of a face A(X) is denoted by int( A(X)). A subset A c A(X) is
called relatively interior, if it is a subset of int( A(X)).
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Hence, evolutionaryprocessesmay result in paths alongwhichalso the outcome
persistentlyoscillates,even in nondegenerategames. For, while in a completely
mixed Nash equilibriumeach player is indifferentbetween all her pure strategies, she is requiredto randomizein a particularfashion in order to keep the
other players"in equilibrium."In an evolutionarysetting, however,there is no
outside coordinationmechanism,and individualsnow and then change strategy
in the light of little information.In particular,they need not know the payoffs
associatedwith other playerpositions.Therefore,there is a priorinothingthere
to "bringthem to order."

6. EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: Figure 1 shows the (reduced) normal form of a game where
player 1 first chooses whether to take an outside option (sl) or to move into a
2 x 2 subgame of the "battle-of-the-sexes"type that consists of the last two
strategiesfor both players (van Damme (1989, Figure 1)). The game has two
componentsof Nash equilibria,both of which contain subgameperfect equilibria: In the first component player 1 chooses her outside option and player 2
playsher firstpure strategywith probabilityat least 1/3 (o-1h= 1,1/3 < o-2 1).
The second componentis the strict equilibrium,oQ2= cr2 =1. The first component does not contain a strategicallystable set nor an equilibriumthat satisfies
forwardinductionin the sense of van Damme (1989, p. 485).
The game has three curb sets, S, X= {s2} X {52}, and Y= {s1, 2}2X {s , s2},
but only S and X are closed under -y.By Theorem1 the (singleton)set X which
induces the strategicallystable outcome and satisfies forwardinductionin the
sense of van Damme is the only asymptoticallystable face (except for the full
strategyset) in this game, for any SPS dynamics.
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EXAMPLE2: Figure 2 shows the normalform of the "beer-quiche"signaling
game due to David Kreps(Kohlbergand Mertens(1986, Figure 14, p. 1031);cf.
also Cho and Kreps(1987,Figure 1)). In this game,player1 observesa choice by
nature assigninga type to her, "strong"with probability0.9 and "weak"with
probability0.1. Then she sends either a "strong"or a "weak"signal. Upon
seeing the signal, player 2 decides whether to retreat or fight. Normal form
strategiescorrespondto the followingchoices:Player1 can either alwayssend a
"strong"signal (sl), or send a "strong"signal when she is strong and send a
"weak"signalwhen she is weak (S2), or send a "weak"signalwhen she is strong
and send a "strong"signalwhen she is weak (se), or alwayssend a weak signal
(s4). Player 2 can either retreat upon seeing a "strong"signal and fight upon
seeing a "weak"signal (sl), or alwaysretreat (s2), or alwaysfight (S3), or fight
-uponseeing a "strong"signaland retreatupon seeing a "weak"signal(s4). The
game has two connected componentsof Nash equilibria.In the first, "good"
componentplayer 1 alwayssends a "strong"signal and player 2 retreatsupon
seeing a "strong"signal but fights with probabilityat least 1/2 upon seeing a
"'weak"signal (o-1I= 1, o-1+ o-22= 1, o-2 2 1/2). In the second, "bad" component player 1 alwayssends a "weak"signal and player2 retreatsupon seeing a
"weak"signal but fights with probabilityat least 1/2 upon seeing a "strong"
signal (o- 4 = 1, o22 + -24 = 1, 24 2 1/2).
The only set Ye P which spans a face containingthe second, "bad"component andwhichis closed undery is the whole strategyset S. On the other hand,
the first, '"good"component is contained in the face spanned be the set
X = {s, s } X {sW,s2} E P, i.e., the set where player 1 either always sends a
"strong"signal or sends a "strong"signal when she is strong and a "weak"
signal when she is weak, and player 2 either retreats upon seeing a "strong"
signal and fights upon seeing a "weak" signal or always retreats. From the
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payoffs in Figure 2 it is easy to verify that the set X is closed under the
better-replycorrespondenceand, in fact, is a fixed set both under y and P3.So,
in this example closure under -y selects the strategysubset that contains the
"intuitive"pure strategies.
EXAMPLE 3: The payoff bi-matrixin Figure 3 shows a two-playergame with
three strategies for each player. The game has three Nash equilibria,one of
which (in the lower right corner) is strict. The other two are mixed, one being
game that consists of the first two
the equilibriumof the "matching-pennies"
strategiesfor each player.Whetherthe set X = {s1, s 2} x {s1, s2} is closed under
y dependson the parameterx. If x is negative,then the set X is closed under
y, otherwisenot. However,for all x < 2 the X is closed under P. If x ? 0, then
by Theorem 1 the face A(X) is not asymptoticallystable in any SPS dynamics.
Figure 4 illustratessome computersimulationsof solution paths to the replicator dynamics starting near A(X) and converging to the strict equilibrium
S = (s3, s3). Here x = 1.9, so X is closed under ,. In the diagrampj, resp. qj,
denote the population shares using the jth pure strategy, for j = 1,2,3, for
player roles 1, resp. 2. Note that the restrictionof this game to mixed-strategy
profilesin the face A(X) is, by itself, a constant-sumgame withvalue 1 - x/2. If
x is negative,then X is closed under y, and the constant-sum"subgame"has its
own domainof attraction,just like a strictequilibrium.(In fact, the game then is
a kind of generalizedcoordinationgame.)
EXAMPLE 4: As a final example,considerthe three-player3 X 2 x 2 game of
Figure5, in whichplayer1 chooses tri-matrix,player2 row,and player3 column.
For any fixed pure strategyof the first player,players2 and 3 face a symmetric
2 x 2 game. When player 1 uses her first strategy(sl), the first strategies of
players 2 and 3 (sl and s', respectively)are strictly dominant. However, if
players2 and 3 woulduse those strategies,then playerl's best replyis to switch
to her second strategy(s2). But when player 1 uses her second strategy,the
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x
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x
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0

0
0

0

-x

2

0
S3

s3

0

1
0

FIGURE 3.
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+

FIGURE 4.

secondstrategiesof players2 and 3 (s2 and S3) are strictlydominant,and if they
woulduse these, playerl's best replyis her firststrategy.When player1 uses her
thirdstrategy(s3), finally,players2 and 3 face a game of pure coordination.
It is not difficult to show that the product set X

= {s,

sXS2XS3EP

obtainedby takingall players'firsttwo strategiesconstitutes(the maximal)curb
set, i.e., it is closed under p3.But one can show that the excludedstrategy,s3, is
not strictlydominated.Hence, it is a priori possible that the populationshare
usingstrategys3 does not tend to zero along some interiorsolutionpaths.If this
is the case even for (interior)trajectoriesstartingarbitrarilyclose to the face
spannedby X, then a set closed under ,B need not even attracta neighborhood.
Indeed, computersimulationsproducepreciselysuch trajectories;see Figure
6 for solution orbits to the replicatordynamics.Since players 2 and 3 always
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earn identicalpayoffs,the diagonal o-2= o-3 is invariant.The diagramshows a
solution curve for which initially u1(0)= (0.05,0.90,0.05), and or2(0) = ur3(0) =
(0.15,0.85),plotted in three-dimensionalspacewith orj on the "horizontal"axis,
oa2 on the "vertical"axis, and o21= o31 on the "depth"axis. The face spanned
by X is the slopingsquare.As one sees in this diagram,after a few initialrounds
the solution curve swirlsout towardsa perpetualmotion near the edges of the
polyhedron,recurrentlymovingvirtuallyas far awayfrom the face spannedby X
as it is possible.14So one peculiarfeature of this exampleis that outcomes do
not converge.The only trajectoriesthat can be shown to convergeto the face
spannedby X are those startingin the straightline segment L = {o-GEA o21 =
= 1/2, o-1= o- }. This set is invariantand intersectsthe face spannedby X
o-31
at its mid-point,a Nash equilibriumwhich constitutesa (singleton)strategically
stable set in the sense of Kohlbergand Mertens(1986).
This illustrateswhy evolutionarypredictionsmay have to be less precise than,
say, strategicallystable sets of Nash equilibriaare. All interiortrajectorieswhich
do not start in L will move outwardstowardsthe edges of the polyhedron,but
they will never come to a halt. Rather each such trajectorywill visit each of the
six vertices infinitelyoften. Since L is lower-dimensionalthan the polyhedron
shown in Figure 6, a predictionthat concentrateson the Nash equilibriumwill
ignore the most likely results of evolution.
14 The phenomenonillustratedby Figure 6 is knownas a "heterocliniccycle"in the theoryof
dynamicalsystems(cf. Sigmund(1992),Gaunersdorfer(1992)).
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7. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The results in the present paper suggestthat set-wise criteriasuch as closure
under a behaviorcorrespondencemay have strongerimplicationsfor dynamic
evolutionaryselection than the Nash equilibriumproperty has. This raises
several further issues. Are similar methods capable of identifyingfaces which
meet weakerstabilitycriteria?Can the approachbe generalizedto a widerclass
of sets and/or dynamics(cf. Swinkels(1993))? For which classes of games do
dynamic evolutionaryapproaches have strong cutting power? Can a similar
approachbe appliedto the extensiveform of the game (Noldeke and Samuelson
(1993))?Finally,deterministicselection dynamicsin continuoustime constitute
only one possible formalizationof evolutionaryprocesses.It would be of great
interestto explorethe relationof closureunder a behaviorcorrespondenceand,
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say, attractorsin stochasticadaptionprocesses for finite populations(see, e.g.,
Hurkens (1994)).
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A-1060 Vienna,Austria
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Department of Economics, Stockholm School of Economics, P.O. Box 6501,
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APPENDIX
PROOF

OF PROPOSITION

1: (a) Every Lyapunovstable state must be a rest point. Consider

a eF(F)

\ E(F). There is some i E=Xand s5 0 supp(i) such that Ui(o- j, sr) > Ui(o), and hence
fik(cy) >f1h(cr) = 0, Vsi E supp(oi), by monotonicity and stationarity. By continuity of fi there is a
neighborhood a' of oa such that fik(&') > 0, Val' E 6' rl A. But this implies that ojk(t, U,) is strictly
increasingin t, whenever ; E E n A, 5ik > 0, and o(t, 53)E 6'. Hence, either oIk(t, 53) increases
forever, or o(t, v3) q a' for some t > 0. In both cases oa is not Lyapunov stable, because o-ik= O.
oo.
a Then af E F(F). If oa E(F), then, as in the
(b) Suppose a' E int(A) and a (t, a 0)
proof of (a), there is i EA', s5 0 supp(ai), and a neighborhood a of oa such that f/k(o') >0,
Vo' ec'n A. Convergence of a-(t, ao) to oa implies that there is some T> 0 such that o(t, ao) E
n int(A), Vt 2 T, because int(A) is invariant. But convergence to oa and Sik = 0 imply that there is
Q.E.D.
some t > T such that 6ik < O,which contradicts fik(o') > 0, Val' c a n . Hence, o- c E(F).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2: Resultsin Sections4 and 5 do not rely on Proposition2 and can thus
be used here.
(i) First assume that 5f E E(F ) is asymptotically stable in the replicator equation. By Proposition
6 it must then be pure and by Corollary 3 it must be a strict equilibrium.
Q.E.D.
(ii) If 5; E E( F ) is a strict equilibrium, then it is asymptotically stable by Corollary 3.

PROOF
fEc

and
by

3: (a) Assume that there exists a neighborhood a of a such that
A. Choose e1' c a to be a neighborhood of 5f such that I' n A is convex
Vo C- 'n A, Vk =1.
Ki, Vi Ec . Define the function V.: At nA-KR

OF PROPOSITION

fi(a 0), VaIEn
ik > 0 =:ik

> 0,

Kg

V#J(ff)
=-

Et
ieAt

Et Ck on(ik)

2

0,

k= 1

which is continuously differentiable on b". By Jensen's inequality, a- 0 53 implies

Iva-a

n(a
ie

k=

Ki
iEE

E
i

so av= 5f is the unique minimum of V,.
Taking the time derivative of V., yields
d

aik > -

k= 1

In( E
k=1

-k ) =0,
5i
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becauseUik> 0 =*si E 3(cr),VcaE e1' n A, hence Ui(o- i,si) 2 UL(of),whichby.the definitionof SPS
dynamicsimplies fik(f)> 0, Vsk E supp(f), Vi EAX. Hence, V. is a local Lyapunovfunction,
implyingthat ff is a stable rest point for any SPS dynamics.
(b) If the SPS dynamicsis specializedto an AMS dynamics,then fromrobustnessit followsnow
that J'(of) = 0 impliesUi(o- j, vi) = UL(of),Vi EtX, such that ao- i3(o), and hence ac-E(F). Thus
E(F) nfl', vcc0E
VI'(o) < 0 for all acrEe' n A whichsatisfyaoE(F). Therefore,a (t, a 0) ,
Q.E.D.

n A, as required.

6"'

PROOF OF PROPOSITION5: Since each face of A is invariantin everyregularselection dynamics,
andthe restrictionof such a dynamicsto anyface is a regularselectiondynamicswithrespectto the
associatedreducedgame,we may assumewithoutloss of generalitythat X = S.
from the representaConsideran AMS dynamics ik =fC(cy)ci k and call the "shift-factors"w1)i
tion of AMS dynamicsgiven in Section 2.2 payoff increasingif there exists a continuously
differentiablefunction gi: Ji-* Ti++ with positive derivative,g' > 0, such that w1i(o) =g i(a)),

Vo E A.

1: If a closed set A c int(A) with nonemptyinterioris positivelyinvariantin an AMS
CLAIM
dynamicswith payoffincreasing"shift-factors"cwi,Vi e A, then A = F(F):
Define the vectorfield ; on int(A) by
where

=

P(c)

HIrI (Th

for all k = 1. Ki, Vi e A. Because P(-) > 0 on int(A), multiplyingthe vector field associated
with the AMS dynamicsby P(u)- 1 does not alter the solution curves of the AMS dynamicsin
int(A). Thus the differentialequation &= {(uo) has the same rest points and the same stability
propertieson int(A) as the originalAMS dynamics.Henceforthlet ^(t, a') denote a solutionto
&= {(of) through a' = a(0, ar0) E int(A).

Define the directionalderivative,at some point ai E int(Ai),of a differentiablefunctiong: int(Ai)
in the directiontowardsa vertex s5 of Ai by

-i

dg(ij,

Si) =

kg

- - i grad(g(ai)).

If wi is differentiable,Vi E A, by the explicitrepresentationof AMS dynamicsone obtains
dik(a,

sk)

UP(crY'[coi(cr)(K

-2)[L1(cr_,sf)

s/)].

Ui(o-)]dc)i(o,

+jvi[if_i,S~)

The divergenceof a vectorfield is the trace of its Jacobian,so
Ki

div;(o-) =P(o)-

,

,

o[,ss)

-

ieAX k= 1

at any oaE int(A). If the player-specific"shift-factors"wi are payoffincreasing,then
Ki

div;(uf) =P(uf)

gi(Uj(uf))
-<X

, [Ui(uf_i,s
S) -Ui(af)]2vik2

0,

k=1

for all a-c int(A). Clearly,div (cr) > 0, VacE int(A) \ F(F), and div (cr) = 0, Va c- int(A) n F(F).
Supposethe closed set A c int(A) with int(A) $ 0 is positivelyinvariantin the AMS dynamics
with payoffincreasing"shift-factors."
Assign to A the volume VO= JAdo > 0, becauseint(A) # 0,
define A(t) = {acE ala= a(t, a0), a?0EA} and V(t) = JA(t)d a. If A is positively invariant, then
A(t) cA c int(A), Vt 2 0. By Liouville'stheorem(see, e.g., Hofbauerand Sigmund(1988, pp. 170,
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281))the volumeV(t) of A(t) satisfies
V(t)=f

Vt?0.

div;(u)dcv?0,
A(t)

> 0, Vt 2 0. But, because A is positivelyinvariant,also VO2 V(t), Vt 2 0, such
Therefore,V(t) 2 VO,
that V(t) = 0, Vt ? 0. Hence VO= JAn F(r) da, since div (u) > 0, VacEA \ F(F). Because VO> 0,
it followsthat A n FFr) mustcontainan open set (withstrictlypositivevolume).However,FFr) is
the set of zeros of the replicatorequation(the AMS dynamicswith wiF(a)= 1, Vaoe A, Vi e v) and,
therefore,the set of solutionsof a polynomialequation.A systemof polynomialequationswhich
vanisheson an open nonemptyset vanisheseverywhereand, consequently,F(F) = A. This establishes Claim1.
CLAIM
2: If a closed set A c int(A) is (Lyapunov)stable in all AMS dynamics,then A =F():
If the closed set A c int(A) is (Lyapunov)stable in all AMS dynamics,then it must be stable in
By definition,for everyneighborhood.V' of
an AMSdynamicswithpayoffincreasing"shift-factors."
A there exists a neighborhood
W(t)

=

.V"

of A such that

{acEAlaj= a (t, acv), oc"E."

fn A)

ca',

Vt> 0,

where ao(t, a?v)denotes the solution to an AMS dynamicswith payoff increasing"shift-factors."
Choose.0 such that closure(a' n A) c int(A) and define 0.O= U,>0.2o(t). Then B closure(C?F)
c int(A) and R0Ois a (relative) neighborhood of A, because for every t

0 the set

W(t)is

(relatively)open as the imageof the (relatively)open set .0" n A underthe continuousone-to-one
mapping a

,-*

a(t, a), and 0.Ois (relatively) open as the union of (relatively) open sets .V(t), and

A c.S. by construction.But 0.Ois positivelyinvariantas the union of (forward)orbits.Since with
.S. also its closureB is positivelyinvariant,B is a closed set with nonempty(relative)interiorwhich
is contained in int(A) and positively invariantin the AMS dynamicswith payoff increasing
Q.E.D.
Consequently,Claim1 implies A = F(F).
"shift-factors."
PROOF OF PROPOSITION6: Again we may assumewithoutloss of generalityA(X) = A. Consider
the replicatordynamics,i.e., the AMS dynamicswith wi(a) = 1, Va E A, Vi E A. Define the vector
field ; on int(A) as in the proof of Proposition5 by multiplyingthe vector field associatedwith the
replicatordynamicsby P(a)1. Then dwj(u,ssk)= 0, VoeEA, Vsi EcSi, Vi ECA', impliesdiv (o) = 0,
stablein the replicatordynamics,then it is
Va E int(A). If a compactset A c int(A) is asymptotically
so for a = ;(o-). Denote by a(t, a ?) a solution to a = ;(oa) with a(0, o"?) = a ? E int(A). Let
.-Vc int(A) be a relative neighborhoodof A with compactclosure !Wc A such that acvE =
a(t, a ?) -* coA. Define '(t) = {a Eial a = a(t, a ?), a ?0Ei.). Assign to .V volume V(0) = Jwdu

> 0 and to A volume VO=

JA do-.

Suppose for some ?> 0 there exists no finite time after which .?(t) is within (Hausdorff)
distance ? from A and remains there. Then there exists an increasingsequence {tk}.k=I with
tk

k

W
oo + 00

and initial states

{a k}=

1'k

Ej,V

k, such that the (Hausdorff) distance between

containsa
and A is at least ?, for all k. Since !T is compact,the sequence {cv}k)=
convergentsubsequence,so we can assume that it convergesto a * Ei.. By the hypothesisof
asymptoticstabilitythe distancefrom c(tk, a* ) to A convergesto zero. Thusthere is some k' such
that ac(tk, va*) is within distance ?/2 from A, for all k 2 k'. Since the the solution mappingis
continuousin initial conditionsand A is Lyapunovstable, ac(tk, ak) is withindistance ? from A,
for some k 2 k'-a contradiction.
Consequently,for every? > 0 there is some finite time after whichthe whole set .?(t) is within
d a --t VO< V(0)
(Hausdorff)distance ? from the set A and remainsthere. Thus V(t) =()
implyingthat for some t one musthave V(t) < 0. But the lattercontradicts
cv(tk,

cvk)

V(t)=f

by Liouville'stheorem.

div;(c )dc=0,

Vt?0,

Q.E.D.
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